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IT Auditing: Using Controls to Protect Information AssetsMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Plan for and manage an effective IT audit program using the in-depth information contained in this comprehensive resource. Written by experienced IT audit and security professionals, IT Auditing: Using Controls to Protect Information Assets covers the latest auditing tools alongside real-world examples, ready-to-use checklists, and...
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ERP:Making It Happen: The Implementers' Guide to Success with Enterprise Resource PlanningJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Follow the "Proven Path" to successful implementation of enterprise resource planning      

Effective forecasting, planning, and scheduling is fundamental to productivity–and ERP is a fundamental way to achieve it. Properly implementing ERP will give you a competitive advantage and help you run your business more...
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Anna Seward and the End of the Eighteenth CenturyThe Johns Hopkins University, 2011

	Anna Seward and her career defy easy placement into the traditional periods of British literature. Raised to emulate the great poets John Milton and Alexander Pope, maturing in the Age of Sensibility, and publishing during the early Romantic era, Seward exemplifies the eighteenth-century transition from classical to Romantic. Claudia Thomas...
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The RHS Book of Flower Poetry and Prose: Writers and Artists in the GardenFrances Lincoln, 2021

	
		Artists and writers have always been drawn to flowers, as sources of inspiration, for simple enjoyment, and flowers themselves have been the muses for many of our greatest and most memorable works of art.

		 

		This volume brings together the best flower poetry and prose from a broad range of writers, from...
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Alternative Capitalisms: Geographies of Emerging Regions (Hodder Arnold Publication)Arnold, 2003
This book aims to examine the effects of globalization and economic and political transformations in the 'emerging regions' of Latin America and the Caribbean, East Central Europe and the former Soviet Union and East Asia by looking at development trajectories and the pathways of both economic and political change. This is a unique approach in...
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Managing Knowledge for Sustained Competitive Advantage: Designing Strategies for Effective Human Resource ManagementPfeiffer, 2003
Knowledge management is a topic of steadily increasing interest to today's organizations. To date, however, the field of industrial/organizational psychology has not yet applied its unique knowledge and expertise to the problem of competing through knowledge. This volume addresses the problem by presenting a framework— derived from the...
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Charles Darwin and The Origin of Species (Greenwood Guides to Historic Events 1500-1900)Greenwood Press, 2006

	In 1985, the Italian scientist Antonella La Vergata remarked that the ‘‘Darwin’s-place-in-history approach’’ dominated writing about Darwin and the development of the theory of evolution before 1960. Darwin was the colossus who stood above every other scientist in the nineteenth century when it came to developing...
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Markov Models for Pattern Recognition: From Theory to ApplicationsSpringer, 2007

	The development of pattern recognition methods on the basis of so-called Markov
	models is tightly coupled to the technological progress in the field of automatic
	speech recognition. Today, however, Markov chain and hidden Markov models are
	also applied in many other fields where the task is the modeling and analysis of
	chronologically...
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Boundary Spanning Leadership: Six Practices for Solving Problems, Driving Innovation, and Transforming Organizations (Management & Leadership)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	PRAISE FOR BOUNDARY SPANNING LEADERSHIP


	"Fostering a culture of teamwork among business units and partners is crucial for bottom-line success. This groundbreaking book, packed with practical examples and based on solid research, shows us how to get started." -- Marc Noel, Chairman, Noël Group LLC
...
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Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the TrenchesAddison Wesley, 2002
The process of designing and building today's dynamic Web applications comes with a host of challenges not typically solved by traditional project management methodologies. A wealth of practical resources, Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the Trenches is a book of solutions...
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Functional Programming: A PragPub Anthology: Exploring Clojure, Elixir, Haskell, Scala, and SwiftPragmatic Bookshelf, 2017

	
		Explore functional programming and discover new ways of thinking about code. You know you need to master functional programming, but learning one functional language is only the start. In this book, through articles drawn from PragPub magazine and articles written specifically for this book, you'll explore functional...
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Fraud Exposed: What You Don't Know Could Cost Your Company MillionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The $600 billion gorilla in the room
"Dr. Joe Koletar has provided an effective road map to the problem of occupational fraud, in both the public and private sectors, in America. Such frauds affect every American worker, shareholder, and taxpayer.  His insights and ideas are an important contribution to the effort to fight this growing...
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